OKLAHOMA CITY WOODCARVERS CLUB
53st ANNUAL
“ARTISTRY IN WOOD”
OCTOBER 26 & 27, 2019
Saturday 9 to 5 and Sunday 10 to 4
HOBBIES, ARTS & CRAFTS BUILDING
OKLAHOMA CITY STATE FAIR GROUNDS
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

The OCWC invites you to join our Wood Carving Show and Sale. You can show, sell, carve, visit, and share ideas.

Randy Landen
Competition Judge

Invited guests for our Show this year will be other artists whose media for their artwork is also wood. These artists will have their own competition and their own judges in addition to the woodcarvers. Any registered participant can take part in all activities.

Cash Awards

Best of Show – Open* – $250
First Runner-Up to Best of Show* - Open – $150
Second Runner-Up to Best of Show* - Open – $125
Five Best of Group Awards – $100
Best of Show – Intermediate – $100
Best Table Display – $100
Chairman’s Choice – $100
People’s Choice - $25
Whittling Contest – $50/30/20

* The three carvings receiving Best of Show Awards are NOT eligible for group awards.
Categories for Judging

The following categories are available to all carvers in the Open Competition and to intermediate* carvers in the Intermediate* Competition.

Group I — Realistic/Stylized Human or Animal, Figures or Bust
101 Human Figure(s) – Male & Female
102 Human Bust
103 Animal, Full Figure
104 Animal, Bust including Birds
105 Animal – Fish, Aquatic, Marine, or Reptile
106 Grouping (Animals or Animals with Humans)
107 Stylized Human Figure(s)
108 Stylized Animal(s)

Group II — Birds
201 Bird of Prey
202 Song Bird
203 Water Fowl – other than decoys
204 Decoy
205 Game Bird
206 Shore Bird
207 Bird Grouping
208 Stylized Bird(s)

Group III — Caricature, Cartoon, and Storybook Figures
301 Single Human Figure or Bust
302 Single Figure in a Scene
303 Animal, Fish, or Bird
304 Cartoon/Storybook Character
305 Grouping, any combination of the above

Group IV — Religious/Mythical
401 Mythical Characters
402 Mythical or Carousel Animals
403 Holiday Characters (other than Santas)
404 Santas
405 Religious Theme

Group V — Chip Carving & Other Categories
501 Chip Carving Ornamental
502 Chip Carving Geometric
503 Chip Carving Positive Image
504 Chip Carving Incised
505 Canes and Walking Sticks
506 Instructor Assisted
507 High Relief (undercut)

508 Low Relief
509 Miscellaneous (any carving which does not fit in any of the other categories) (may enter 2 carvings)
510 Miniature – Size Max 2”x2”x2” Cube
511 Woodburning
512 Spoons & other utensils
513 Cottonwood Bark – Human/s or Animal/s
514 Cottonwood Bark - Other

When bringing your carving to be judged be prepared to specify if your carving belongs in the Open Competition or in the Intermediate* Competition.

*INTERMEDIATE Carvers are those that have been awarded 5, or less, blue ribbons in the last 5 years (at any show).

Additional Competitions

BEGINNING CARVERS (Less than 2 years)
1801 Adult
1802 Youth

WOODTURNING
2001 Spindle Turning
2002 Utilitarian
2003 Artistic Decorative
2004 Open Form Vessel
2005 Closed Form Vessel
2006 Lidded Boxes
2007 Jewelry
2008 Miscellaneous

SCROLL SAW
3001 Cut from a Pattern
3002 Intarsia
3003 Original Works

NO SMOKING IS ALLOWED
Schedule of Events

Saturday, October 26, 2019

9:00  Doors open to the Public
10:00  Judging Begins for Woodcarvings
       (see categories for order of judging)
2:00  Soap Carving for Young Carvers
       Soap and wooden knives will be provided for those participating. Ages 8 to 14.
5:00  Doors close – Judging Complete

Sunday, October 27, 2019

8:00  Annual Show Breakfast at:
       Golden Corral
       140 and Macarthur
10:00  Doors open to the Public
11:00  Judging for Woodturning and Scrollsaw artwork

12:30  Old Fashioned Whittling Contest
       Open to all OCWC members and show participants age 16 and over. Contestants will be limited to one
       carving tool, a pencil, and a sharpening device. Bring your own chair

1:30  SPECIAL AWARDS & GRAND PRIZES
       Return Blue Ribbon carvings to Judge’s tables
       Judged by Adina Huckins

BEST OF SHOW - OPEN
One (1) carving selected from Blue Ribbon Winners

BEST OF SHOW -- RUNNERS UP
Two (2) selected from the Blue Ribbon Winners

BEST OF GROUP
Five selected from the remaining Blue Ribbon Winners

BEST OF SHOW - INTERMEDIATE
Selected from the Intermediate Blue Ribbon Winners
       Judged by Club President

BEST TABLE DISPLAY
SHOW CHAIRMAN’S AWARD

2:30  PURCHASE AWARDS
3:30  AWARDS PRESENTATION
4:00  Doors Close
       Participants may begin taking down their displays and packing for the trip home. Many thanks to all.

Sunday Morning Breakfast

There will be a special breakfast from 8:00 to 9:00 am Sunday morning for club members and exhibitors who choose to
attend. The breakfast will be at Golden Corral at 140 and Macarthur, behind the Circle K/Shell Station. Each person
attending breakfast will go through the line and pay for their own meal. The location is only minutes away from the show’s
location and directions will be provided in the packets.

Hours of Operation

This show is scheduled for two days. You are EXPECTED to be PRESENT and keep your exhibit open during all of
the scheduled show hours. The hours of the show are 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturday and from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on
Sunday. Table sitters will be available for your convenience.

For those arriving on Friday, the room will be open for set up beginning at 2:00 o’clock. Table assignments will be given out
at that time and again Saturday morning at the Information Table. Tables can be set up on Friday evening until 9pm, and/or on
Saturday morning between 7:30 and 9:00 am. Tables must be covered on TOP AND ALL 4 SIDES to the floor. All boxes and
excess materials must be kept under the table.

Sales and Tax Policies

SALES are permitted; sales tax is the responsibility of the exhibitor. If you do not possess an Oklahoma tax permit, you will
be required to submit a tax report to the Oklahoma Tax Commission. OCWC will provide the form and instructions in your
exhibitor packet. No commissions will be charged.

**ONLY ITEMS PRODUCED BY THE PARTICIPANTS MAY BE SOLD OR SHOWN**
(Commercial vendors exempted)

For those bringing motor homes or travel trailers, there are spaces available within the fair grounds on a first
come–first serve basis. For more information contact the fair grounds office at 405-948-6704
The Oklahoma State Fair Park is located south of 10th street, along the east side of 144, just North of the intersection of 140 & 144 in Oklahoma City.

The Hobbies Arts & Crafts bldg. is located east of 14 Flags Plaza. The entrance faces west towards the Space Tower. Look for the Oklahoma City Woodcarvers Club signs. There is parking along the streets and to the west of the building.

For show questions or judging and contest information please contact one of the following:

Richard Dalke  
Show Chairman  
4109 NW 146th street  
Oklahoma City, OK 73134  
(405) 255-6168  
redalke@gmail.com

John Amicon  
OCWC Treasurer  
504 Country Lane  
Midwest City, OK 73130  
(405) 830-5634  
j.amicon@cox.net

Ron Nicholson  
OCWC President  
2701 W. Country Club Dr.  
Okla. City, OK 73116  
(405) 834-5970  
ronnicholson@cox.net

Thanks for Your Support

Moore Wood & Roughouts  
www.roughouts.com  
(800)-825-2657

Woodcraft  
9301 N. May Avenue  
Oklahoma City, OK 73120  
(405) 748-8844

Bigfoot Carving Tools  
bigfootcarvingtools.com  
1-800-752-9781
Entry Form for:
“ARTISTRY IN WOOD”
October 26 & 27, 2019

Name:____________________________________________
Spouse or person sharing table:_______________________
(only 2 people may share a table)
Address: __________________________Phone: _________
City: _________________________State: ____Zip: _________

I NEED _______Space(s) @ $45 each. $________
I NEED _______Rental Table(s) @ $10.00 Each $________

TOTAL: $________

I/We certify that all carvings to be entered in competition, displayed, or offered for sale, are hand carved or they are items that pertain to art in wood. I/We as an exhibitor agree to be present for both days of the show. I/We further UNDERSTAND that the OCWC Show Committee reserves the right to accept or reject any application and is the final authority in all matters pertaining to the show. I/We also certify that the Oklahoma City Woodcarvers Club, it’s officers and members, as well as the City of Oklahoma City and it’s employees, will not be responsible for loss, damage, or injury during the time of this show. I/We agree to abide by all show and Fair Ground rules.

Date: __________ Signature:______________________________

Please return entry by September 30, 2019.
Make checks payable to: Oklahoma City Woodcarvers Club.
Return Your entry to: John Amicon
504 Country Lane
Midwest City, OK 73130
405-830-5634

Oklahoma City’s 53rd Annual

“ARTISTRY IN WOOD”
2019 Show and Competition Rules

1. No competitor shall contact or communicate with the judge on any subject having a direct or indirect relationship with the procedures or decisions of the judge prior to the conclusion of judging. At the judges discretion, any such violation will result in that entry, AND his/her subsequent entries, being declared ineligible & returned to the competitor. The individual will fulfill all other obligations of participation and no reimbursement of fees will be made.

2. Judging will begin at 10:00 AM on Saturday.

3. Pieces for judging must be presented to the judge’s table 15 minutes prior to judging. Advance announcement will be made for each separate category at least three times to ensure that competitors have ample notice.

4. Each competitor will be limited to 1 (one) entry per category, except for categories 509, 2008, & 3003 where each participant may enter 2 completely dissimilar pieces. The competitor must be an exhibitor at the show to enter carvings to be judged. Pieces entered must be done entirely by the individual.

5. All pieces must have the competitors identity covered and the competitors table number clearly displayed.

6. No piece may be entered in the judging if it has won a blue, first place ribbon in a previous OCWC show.

7. Pieces are to be removed as soon as possible after judging EXCEPT for the first place entry. The first place entry will be left for photographing.

8. FIRST PLACE entries are to be returned to the judging area Sunday afternoon by 1:15 for BEST OF SHOW judging by the Show Judge.

9. The awards are presented based on the judge's decision. Only ribbons awarded at this show may be displayed.

10. First, Second, Third, and Honorable Mention ribbons will be awarded in each category as warranted. Any category may have as few as 1 (one) entry entered to be judged; however, when three or fewer entries are entered, it will be the judge's discretion as to what ribbon/ribbons are to be awarded based on his judgment of quality. The judge may combine or divide categories in order to ensure maximum competition or participation.

11. If the judge believes a category should be divided into two or more categories, the show committee and the judge together may define new categories before judging takes place.

12. If you have a question about which category your entry belongs in, check with the Judging Committee at the club table between 9:30 and 10:00 Saturday to determine the category. (THE CARVING IN QUESTION MUST BE BROUGHT WITH YOU)

13. All entries for judging must include a protective finish.
(Approved by the OCWC Executive Committee, 5/29/10)
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OKLAHOMA CITY WOODCARVERS CLUB

Hobbies, Arts, & Crafts Building
State Fairgrounds
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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